Local News

What's Happening on Midday Live

Jeanette Steele spoke with KFQG reporter Don Haney about volunteering with flood preparation.

Denny Long spoke with Giavanna Torrmina on the Boys Council which just expanded to the Twin Cities and is looking for facilitators. Ryan Yardley of Walgrave and Yardley addressed divorce and selling the family home. Dr. Charles Critchfield talked about popular procedures that men get from dermatologists. Union Gospel Mission is holding a fundraiser this Saturday, enjoy some delicious soup and a keep the beautiful hand-brown bowl.

Jeanette Steele spoke with Sergio Nazorov of GoSwap on swapping homes and Karen Kitchel of Cheerful Givers on gift birthday gift bags for disadvantaged children.

Rod Simons spoke with Allison Hemming of hired Guns about staying confident when looking for jobs.

Denny Long spoke with Skip Lockrem of Zip Express Installation on computer, home network and HDTV issues.

Adam Carter spoke with Kareem Abdul Jabbar about his latest book, he talked about mustaches and facial hair with John English the Founder and Creative Director of John English Salons and about Petunia: a way to capture forever memories of your pet that your heart will never forget.

Randy Meier spoke about Dad and Daughter relationships with The Dad Man, Joe Kelly and Dr. Amy Horton talked about how being optimistic can have a positive affect on one's health.

Esme Murphy spoke with Resa Staben, the father of journalist, Rosana Staben being held in Iran. Sign the petition to have her released. Chris Brown and Rihanna are in the news again. Domestic violence can tear a person from getting away from a partner. The Minnesota Domestic Violence Crisis Line is 651-223-1111.

Denny spoke with Brandon Stanton of Summit Mortgage, George Woznicki of Hobbitt Travel and Doug Swinhart of US Admins.

Esme spoke with Daniel Seddiqi who is working 50 jobs in 50 states.

Rashini Rajkumar spoke with Speaker of the House Margaret Anderson Kalliah about infilling the public to give their input in state budget suggestions. Click here to go to the link. Matt Blair talked about an event tomorrow for Special Olympics. He'll be signing his book at the Woodbury Spalon Montage from 1-3 PM. A listener called with her small non-priifot she wanted to get word out on Wingspan Life Resources.

Rod Simons spoke with Denise Jorgenson of Operation Minnesota Nice, some members of the Rocket Club band and Bill Champion, lead singer of Chicago.

Esme talked about teenage abuse with Barton Erickson from Cornerstone. GoGirl is a new product that allows women to pee standing up. Ruth Graham is speaking at a conference at Northern Heights Lutheran Church.

Steve Perry of Minnesota Politics talked with Sarah and Brian about ways to raising state funding to battle the states deficit budget. Mark Cohen of Minnesota Lawyer talked about how taxing legal fees and court cost affect consumers.

Sarah Janecek and Brian Lampert talk about Minnesota Politics.

John talked about ALS with former boxer, Scott LeDoux. He will be roasted May 3rd to benefit Wishes and More.

Andy Lindus of Lindus Construction talked about remodeling and staying in your home during more difficult economic times. Local author Brian Freeman talks about his latest book in the Dark. Terry Tripplet talks about the airline industry and what kind of impact South West Airlines will make on this market.

Joe Schmitt is emceeing the Love to Find Cure to benefit the Lymphoma Research Foundation.

A family building conference with Resolve takes place with information on infertility, adoption and alternative therapies. For information on board or other mental health issue call 1-888-NAMI HELPS (1-888-626-4435) NORML and Minnesota Family Council weigh in on legalizing marijuana.

Restless Genius by Richard Tofel

Ex Etiquette for Holidays and other Family Celebrations by Jamm Blackstone-Ford


Doug Swinhart from US-Admins.com answering your computer questions.